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ABSTRACT

Resource managers have been involved in artificial reef development off the Texas coast
for over 50 years. The donation of 12Liberty Ships in 1975-1976 formed the foundation of the
current Texas Parks and Wildlife Department Artificial Reef Program (Program). These ships
represent the first successful reef development activity within Texas using stable, durable, and
complex material. In 1989, the Texas legislature directed the Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department to develop the artificial reef potential off Texas, based on the 1984National Fishing
Enhancement Act. The Texas Artificial Reef Plan was adopted in 1990, formally creating the
Program. The Program utilizes the federally approved Rigs-to-Reefs Program which provides the
oil and gas industry a method to donate their obsolete petroleum structures as artificial reefs in
lieu of the standard salvage removal option required by federal law.

The Program has reefed 64 obsolete petroleum jackets, one caisson, two decks and one
net guard at 37 of the 46 currently permitted reef sites in the offshore waters of Texas. These
donations have provided nearly $9 million dollars to the Texas Artificial Reef Fund. Other
materials used in the construction of reefs placed at Texas reef sites include: 300 blocks made of
coal combustion fly-ash by-products stacked in a pyramid shape; one pipe structure welded in the
shape of a 4-pile jacket structure; 132 concrete fabricated "reef balls"; 46 square open-ended
concrete (box) culverts; 22 concrete anchors; four stacks of concrete culvert pieces on slag; 50 1-
2 ton natural quarry rocks; four sections of a 55-ton u.S".Navy surplus steel buoy; one 1O0-ft
YR-U.S. Navy barge; one T-2 steel tanker; four 1O0-ftlong barges; and one obsolete 44-ft steel
tugboat. The Program continues to assess new materials and obsolete oil and gas structures on a
case-by..casebasis to determine their overall benefits to the program.



INTRODUCTION

Artificial reefs are structures placed by man in the aquatic environment, which alter the
habitat to achieve ecosystem benefits. The benefits sought through the use of artificial reefs have
been the enhancement of fishery resources in conjunction with increasing fishing and diving
opportunities. The development of artificial reefs requires comprehensive planning strategies for
reef placement, deployment, maintenance, and management of the reefs to maximize their assets,
minimize their liabilities, and achieve desired purposes (Stephan et al. 1990).

Marine anglers have long recognized the utility of artificial structures in enhancing their
fishing efforts.. The first documented marine reef construction in the United States occurred in
the mid 1800s (Stone 1986). The construction of reefs in the marine environment gained
momentum in the 1930s, and by the 1960s a variety of materials such as automobiles and tires'
were commonly used. However, these materials were found to quickly deteriorate and became
unstable as reef substrate.

By the mid 1970s, artificial reefs were recpgniz(tdas important tools for the enhancement
of marine habitat and fisheries management (Johnston 1974; Stone 1986). This was seen in
Bohnsack and Sutherland's (1985) review of English scientific literature on artificial reefs
through 1983. They identified 413 references, of which more than 75% were written after 1970.
Most of these papers identified published areas with emphasis on: general program descriptions;
structural designs of habitat; biology of reef organisms; and monitoring and assessment.

In 1984, Congress enacted the National Fishing Enhancement Act (PL. 98-623, Title II)
creating a National Artificial Reef Plan (Stone 1985). This plan provides guidance for
individuals and agencies interested in artificial reef development and management. In the Gulf
of Mexico, states operate autonomous artificial reef programs but have an open exchange of
information and dialog on reef issues, facilitated by the Gulf States Marine Fisheries
Commission (GSMFC) Artificial Reef Subcommittee (GSMFC 1993). .

In 1999.the combined Artificial Reef Subcommittees of the Atlantic and Gulf States
Marine Fisheries Commissions used their knowledge and experience of state artificial reef
programs to update the National Artificial Reef Plan. The revised National Plan references the
GSMFC Artificial Reef Subcommittee's Guidelines for Marine Artificial Reef Materials
(GSMFC 1997). It was submitted to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's
National Marine Fisheries Service for their review and for processing through public notice. In
addition, the GSMFC Technical Coordinating Committee presented this revised plan to the Gulf
of Mexico Fisheries Management Council (Council) for their comments and endorsement in
January 2001.

The Council recommended that charter boat captains and private reef building
entrepreneurs also be given a chance to provide their own knowledge and experience into the
revised materials guidelines before being incorporated as part of the revised National Plan. The
GSMFC has responded by providing a forum for private charter boat operators and reef builders'
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input to the Artificial Reef Subcommittee, which is cuITentlyrevising the National Materials
Guidelines document.

The Texas Artificial Reef Program (Program) in the Gulf of Mexico is managed by the
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD). The Program's strengths include: flexibility in
creating reef sites; processes for evaluating reef materials and sites; and support from leaders and
citizens of Texas.

REEF DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT IN TEXAS

History

Resource managers have been involved in artificial reef development off Texas for over
50 years. Crowe and McEachron (1986) documented 68 intentional artificial reef areas that were
created in Texas marine waters from 1947-1984, consisting of oyster shell, tires, automobiles,
construction rubble, and ships. In 1972, the United States Congress offered surplus U.S. Navy
Liberty Ships in its Reserve Fleet to coastal states for use as artificial reefs. Twelve Liberty
Ships were acquired by Texas during 1975-1976 and placed at five sites in the Gulf of Mexico.
Other than these ships, most of these materials had little long:-termsuccess because they were
easily broken up and moved by storms. By 1984, at least 2,191 de/acto artificial reef areas had
also been created, including open water spoil disposal areas, piers and docks, jetties, oil and gas
well shell pads, and active offshore petroleum platforms (Crowe and McEachron 1986).

Natural hard bottom reef substrate is limited in the Gulf of Mexico (Parker et al. 1983)..
The Council estimated tot~ natural reef habitat in the Gulf of Mexico to be 15,000 mi2,with one-
third offshore of Louisiana and Texas. This is also the area where 99% of the platforms in the
Gulf of Mexico cuITentlyexist. Gallaway and Lewbel (1982) and Gallaway and Cole (1997)
estimated that petroleum platforms provide 2,000 mi2of additional reef fish habitat, increasing
the total amount of hard substrate habitat by an estimated 27%. These durable, complex steel
structures are different from natural reef substrate, in that they extend throughout the water
column, and allow space for sessile reef invertebrates to attach. This increased surface area has
created an interactive food web supporting a diversity of valuable reef fish species.

With an escalation of rig removals in the early 1980s, artificial hard substrate and its
associated reef dwelling organisms were in jeopardy. From 1938 - 1982, over 4,500 petroleum
platforms had been placed in the Gulf of Mexico (Gallaway and LewbeI1982). The need to
preserve these diverse ecosystems created by offshore ri~s became more evident to state and
federal agencies. Wide spread support from the general public (primarily divers and anglers) for
converting these structures into permanent artificial reefs inspired Congress to pass the National
Fishing Enhancement Act in 1984.This legislation provided regulatory guidance to the states for
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permitting and accepting liability for obsolete petroleum structures.

Pulsipher et al. (2000) documented that 5,561 platforms or structures have been installed
on the Gulf of Mexico Outer Continental Shelf since 1942. They classified about 50% of these
structures as "non-major" structures, having six or fewer wells. As of 1997, 1,645 of these
structures had been removed leaving 3,916 operating platforms in federal waters. About 68% of
the total number of removed structures was non-major, with 86% located in less than 400 ft of
water. The investigators also reported that as the number of operating platforms installed in the
1960s and -1970sbecame uneconomical to operate and were removed, fewer replacement.
platforms were installed. Over time, installation of platforms has occurred farther from shore
andin deeperwater. .

Pulsipher et al. (2000) used a forecasting model based on current oil prices and other
economical issues to predict that between 1998 and 2023 approximately 142 platforms will be
installed annually in the Gulf of Mexico's Outer Continental Shelf and approximately 186
platforms will be removed each year. :maddition to these platforms in federal waters, there are
approximately 800 platforms that have been placed in Texas state waters since the 194Os. Texas
state jurisdiction extends from the Texas shoreline to nine nautical miles (nm) into the Gulf of
Mexico. As platforms in state and federal waters end petroleum production, the need to convert
them into artificial reefs will be of continuing importance.

In January 1983, the U.S. Department of the Interior Mineral Management Service
(MMS), the federal agency responsible for regulating and monitoring platform removals in
federal waters, stated its support of a concept termed "Rigs-to-Reefs," in which obsolete oil and
gas structures could be converted to artificial reefs to preserve these valuable habitats (GSMFC
1993). The"MMS divides the Gulf into management blocks (lease blocks) that are 3 x 3 statute
miles (mi) in dimension. In 1989, largely in response to this loss of hard substrate habitat and
national legislation to protect it, the Texas legislature directed TPWD to develop the artificial

. reefpotentialoff Texas for enhancingfisheryresourcesandfishinganddivingopportunities.
. "

From 198~ when the first petroleum jacket was donated to the Gulf of Mexico Rigs-to-
Reefs program, through December 2002, 64 donations of petroleum structures have occurred in
Texas. Twenty-nine petroleum structures were towed to established reef sites, 16 were toppled
in place, and 19 were partially removed (Appendix A-2; Figure 1). Of these, 53 were from
federal waters (two being from Louisiana) and the remaining 11 from state waters. A list of
petroleum structures and other materials, with locations, coordinates, and donation amounts can
be foundin the AppendixA. .

I
Texas Artificial Reef Plan

To guide future development and placement of reefs off the coast of Texas, the Program
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drafted the Texas Artificial Reef Plan (Plan) in 1990. Legislation for the Texas Artificial Reef
Act is provided under the Texas Parks and Wildlife Code, Chapter 89, (Section 89.001-89.0061).

The Plan follows an exclusion mapping approach. This technique applies geographic,
hydrographic, geological, biological, ecological, social and economic considerations as site
criteria (Stephan et al. 1990).

Design

The Plan promotes the use of diverse materials, and specifically requires that only highly durable,
stable and complex structures in a "fonn as close to their current fonn" as possible be used.
Petroleum platfonns meet this criterion in addition to providing the maximum biological profile
in the water column. The Plan also requiTesthat these structures meet EPA clean water standards
and be free of hydrocarbons before being accepted into the Program.

The Plan also gives guidance on reef location criteria to provide the optimum benefits to
the reef fishery resource and recreational users, while minimizing impacts to other user groups in
the Gulf of Mexico. Some of the criteria used in determining optimum reef location benefits
include evaluating the biological, hydrographic, geographic, geological, ecological, social and
economic factors surrounding each potential donation.

Bottom Characteristics

An important biological criterion for determining where artificial reefs are located is
whether hard bottom habitat is available or limited in a specific area. The loss of an oil and gas
platfonn structur\?means a loss of reef fish habitat. Preserving these structures for reef fish
habitat in the Gulf of Mexico can aid in increasing reef fish stock size (Gallaway and Cole 1997).

Hydrographic considerations include evaluating the depth of water where the structure is
located and the profile of that structure. Although biological activity occurs at all depths,
biological productivity and diversity on platfonn reefs increase as the profile of the structure
increases. Recent research has documented that the majority of biological activity surrounding a
platfonn structure occurs above 300 ft (Dokken et al. 2000).

Geographic considerations include locating reef sites at least 2 nm from designated safety
fairways, and different distances from shore in accordance with user's preferences. Recent
demographic surveys have shown anglers prefer shallower reefs closer to shore and divers prefer
deeper reefs farther offshore (Ditton et al. 1995).

Staff have calculated the spatial impact of artificial reefs on the Gulf bottom and found
that if all platfonns were converted into artificial reefs they would take up less than 0.2% of the
bottom, causing little impact on other user groups (TPWD 2002). However, Texas has
determined, with input from the u.S. Anny Corps of Engineers (CaE), that to minimally impact
other user groups, reef sites should be at least 3 mi apart. From an operational perspective, reef
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sites should also be located offshore of major cities for accessibility and economic benefits.

Program Guidance

The Plan requires that all potential donations be reviewed by a citizen's advisory
committee composed of interested user groups in the Gulf of Mexico. This advisory committee
allows for a forum to minimize conflicts between user groups before the permitting process
begins. The committee includes representatives from the following interest groups: recreational
fishing; offshore oil and gas industry; commercial shrimp fishery; Texas diving clubs;
environmental issues; university research; nautical archeology; state oil and gas leasing; maritime
interests; land resources; and transportation (Appendix B). This diverse group has provided an
excellent forum for discussing and reaching consensus on a variety of reef issues.

Rigs-to-ReefsProgram

The stateJegislation, which created the Program also provided for future needs by
establishing a dedicated Artificial Reef Fund. Through the Rigs-to-Reefs program, devised by
MMS, petroleum companies are allowed to donate their structures to individual state artificial
reef programs instead of having to remove them from the sea bottom once they are no longer
producing. In the Texas Rigs-to-Reef Program, donors are also required to donate 50% of their
realized savings to the Program. Realized savings are defined as the monetary difference
between donating a petroleum structure to the Program relative to the costs for moving the
structure to shore and returning the bottom to its former natural condition. Monies received
through donations are legislatively dedicated to the Artificial Reef Fund. These donations
provide funds for research, administration of permits, liability and construction of near shore
artificial.reefs. In addition, they cover the maintenance of buoys marking each new reef.

Individual Permit Sites

.Thereare severalalternativepermitoptionsthatmaybe usedwhen a petroleumstructure
is donated to the Program. The Galveston Disu1ct COE has developed a policy which allows the
pennitting ofindividual40-ac reef sites as long as site location and materials placed in it meet
the guidelines of the Plan. Each 40-ac permitted reef site encompasses 1/16 of a square mile
(1320 ft x 1320ft) and has enough space to cluster at least nine jacket structures on the bottom.

The initial donor at a particular permitted reef site is allowed to topple the structure in
place if clearance restrictions can be met. Other donors of nearby structures are encouraged to
transport their structures to that site to increase its complexity and to avoid additional permitting.
There are exceptions to this reef size policy, such as four 160-acLiberty Ship reef sites along the
Texas coast, and the 418-ac South Padre Island reef site. These larger permitted areas were
created before the Plan was initiated and contain a variety of reef material.

LI
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colonization of 1O0-cm2surfaces could occur within two to three months (Culbertson and Harper
2000). It is known that artificial substrates allow ascidians to colonize more quickly without
competition, whereas natural coral reefs protect their space from fouling organisms with stinging
nematocysts (Kott 2001).

DIVJNGPROGRAM

SCUBA diving is the primary method of conducting research within the Program. Diving
projects are executed by a core team comprised of Program staff with the assistance of volunteer
divers from universities and other agencies. Many of the underwater projects are large in scope
and could not be completed without the support of dedicated volunteers. Diving conditions vary
greatly; visibility ranges from zero to over 150 ft. Reef sites vary from 33 to over 300 ft in water
depth with most being at least98 ft deep. .

Currently, the Program has the challenge of monitoring 44 reef sites (two other permitted
sites do not contain material at this time). New reef sites are continually added. If possible,
divers inVestigatepotential platform donations prior to their acceptance into the Program. Divers
accomplish a variety of tasks before and after the creation of a reef site, including: assessing the
.areawithin a reef site to determine the most advantageous locations for material; determining
bottom stability; and.collecting data on marine life before and after reefing. Fragile ecosystems.
are identified and left undisturbed. Once reef material is placed on the bottom, divers are used to
verify that USCG clearance requirements have been met. .

Dive teams use fish counts, video, still photographs and fish tagging to monitor reef
health. Pelagic and reef associated fish, fouling communities, and the development of
biodiversity ,are recorded and compared over time. Of special importance is the identification of
marine mammals and turtles that frequent reef sites.

The Program utilizes specialized dive equipment to increase safety and perform research
more efficiently. fu some cases, Aqa Mark IV Divator (futerspiro Co.) full-face masks are used
so divers can verbally communicate with each other and with team members on the support
vessel. A communication device, worn on the masks, transmits an audible signal up to 300 ft.
The masks are especially useful for communication between divers and the vessel in low
visibility situations.

Diver safety is paramount in the Program. Each dive team member is required to undergo
annual training sessions that test one's physical abilities and skills using various pieces of
technical dive equipment. Shively et al. (1998) developed the Artificial Reef Program Scientific
Diving Standards and Safety Manual under which the dive program operates; This publication
serves as a guide for dive planning and safety and is based on American Academy of Underwater

..
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readily available. In addition to increasing habitat, reef construction enhances fishing and diving
opportunities for the public. Based on CUITentresearch results, diversity in reef site selection and
materials appears to be the best way to maximize benefits to reef users, given the wide range in
primary activities and geographic location of these user groups along the Texas coast. Unfortunately,
the logistics and expense of utilizing available reef building materials remains onerous to the
Program, and frustrating to anglers and divers anxious to see these materials incorporated into reefs.

It has been the expectation of these citizens that government, private industry and vested
interest groups should work together to achieve the public's greatest good. The Texas Artificial Reef
Program is a successful example of this cooperative effort. Habitat enhancement, in conjunction
with increased fishing and diving opportunities, are the continued goals of the Texas Artificial Reef
Program.
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Table 1. Total dives per annual year (January -December) of all Program divers combined.
(Program divers include staff and scientific divers from other groups that participated in TPWD
dives).. .

Year
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

2001
2002

Average

Number of Dives
28
172
160
96
147
151
250

300
208

168
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Appendix A. Location and description of artificial reef sites.
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Appendix A-I. (concluded).

Reef Site Name Donor

S.A.L.T. Reef (HI-85)

Sabine Reef (HI-117)

.

Latitudeand Distance Water
Structure Longitude in NAD83 from Land Depth

Center of Reef (no material 29° 21.514' 18nm 43-ft
to date) 93° 50.060' Sabine Pass

Center of Reef (no material 29° 18.214' 22nm 36-ft

to date) 93° 55.310' Sabine Pass
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Appendix B. Texas Artificial Reef Program Advisory Committee members.
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